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IN THE WAKE OF

OF NORTH VIETNAM,

1968
TET

You are about to assume the role of General William West-
moreland, commander of U.S. forces in Vietnam. It is Febru-
ary 1968, only days after the Viet Cong’s Tet Offensive. The
American press is questioning your ability to win the war, but
you are considering bold new plans to finally achieve victory.
Your men await your orders. What next, General?

WHATNEXT GENERAL?

AMERICA’S INVASION
Westmoreland’s duty 
was to present courses 
of action to the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and, ultimately, the
President. As Commander
in Chief, it was the Presi-
dent’s duty to 
decide which course to
pursue to win the war.

Medics tend to the 
wounded in Hue. The war
would drag on for years.
By its end, U.S. casualties
would grow to more than
58,000 killed and
300,000 wounded.
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W H A T N E X T G E N E R A L

BY BRADLEY GERICKE

T
he winter of 1968 has brought only frustra-
tion. Instead of celebrating the Tet New Year
on the last day of January with your South
Vietnamese allies, you faced an onslaught by
hundreds of small Viet Cong (VC) cadres
who infiltrated the length of the country.
The audacity of the VC, especially their
attack into downtown Saigon, initially

caused panic. But your forces responded decisively to inflict a
resounding military defeat. Even so, images of the desperate
fighting have been playing incessantly on television sets back
home, further eroding public resolve for the war. As Chief of
the Military Assistance Command Vietnam (MACV), the Tet
attacks did not take you entirely by surprise, but you marvel
that so many VC struck so widely. You must admit that your
enemy demonstrated great imagination and ferocity.

Nonetheless, you are confident that you can win this war.
The Tet Offensive will be your opportunity to launch a war-
winning counterstroke.

If you were in General Westmoreland’s boots, could you win
the Vietnam War? What would you do in the wake of Tet? How
would you turn the tide in 1968 to conclude America’s most
divisive war with an astonishing victory? At stake is the inter-
national reputation of the United States at the height of the
Cold War. The fate of the people of Vietnam will be decided by
the war – will they be ruled by a communist, totalitarian
regime from the North, or a democratic, if often corrupt, gov-
ernment of the South? Of course, the lives of tens of thou-
sands of American servicemen and women will also be affect-
ed by your choices.

Keep these issues in mind as you assume command of
America’s forces in Vietnam. You are General William West-
moreland. …

The Situation – MACV Headquarters, Saigon
You are a confident leader who is accustomed to

success. There is no doubt in your mind that the
Army has prepared you for combat in Vietnam.

Your military career began in 1936 upon gradua-
tion from West Point. You served as an artilleryman
during World War II in North Africa and Sicily, and
then fought with the 9th Division across France. Dur-
ing the Korean War you commanded an airborne
brigade, and later you commanded the famed 101st
Airborne Division as well as the XVIII Airborne
Corps. At age 42 you became the youngest Major
General in the Army. You have even served as the
Superintendent at West Point, the top position at the
Military Academy. In 1966 you were named Time
Magazine’s “Man of the Year.”

Your three-year-old “search and destroy” strategy
in Vietnam has received increasing criticism. Under
constant pressure from Washington to avoid any
action suggesting defeat, you have been directing an
approach emphasizing mobile warfare from fixed,
defended bases from which battalion-size (750 men)
or larger U.S. units can locate and then defeat main-
force VC and North Vietnamese army (NVA) units.
You also employ a unique method of operation where
artillery guns are airlifted into firebases and in which
troops, for the most part, are not allowed to proceed
past the 11,000- to 20,000-yard “fan” of artillery
range. Bringing the elusive Communists to battle,
however, remains a tremendous problem. Nonethe-
less, you have adhered to your strategy of attrition
and have pointed to high “body counts” as justifica-
tion that it was working. That is, until Tet.

The Viet Cong attacked throughout South Vietnam during the 
Tet Offensive, which started on January 31, 1968.
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In the predawn hours of
January 31, Viet Cong
assault teams representing
the vanguard of perhaps
85,000 guerrillas secretly
staged throughout South
Vietnam made their move.
Having infiltrated several
thousand VC into Saigon
and surrounding areas, one
force of at least 700 men
attacked the Tan Son Nhut
airstrip and its adjoining
Seventh Air Force Com-
mand Center in the MACV
compound housing your
headquarters. The VC
breached the perimeter,
nearly reaching the run-
ways before being halted in
eight hours of bloody
hand-to-hand combat,
while other communist
units attacked throughout
the city. From the Demili-
tarized Zone (DMZ) in the
north to the tiny coastal island of Phu Quoc 500 miles to the
south, the VC struck nearly 40 major towns and most of South
Vietnam’s provincial capitals.

But the Tet Offensive devastated the enemy. The NVA, but
mainly the VC, suffered some 30,000 men killed and another
6,000 captured. Choosing to attack during Tet, they alienated
the population who considered it a sacred holiday. Not even a
hint of popular uprising occurred in support of the VC, whose
organization in the South has virtually been eliminated.

Yet in the United States the assaults continue to garner
“doomsday” headlines, sapping the American public’s
resolve, and you desperately need to convince the Pentagon
and the White House that Tet has in fact proven to be a mil-
itary advantage.

If you don’t stem the tide, you will lose this war. The only
way to secure political support is by a decisive military victo-

ry in the field. Attrition and air strikes can no longer be your
strategy. Body counts and incremental victories will not save
the day for the United States.

WHAT NEXT GENERAL WESTMORELAND?
You decide to reposition your forces and press President

Johnson to grant permission for a final, war-winning opera-
tion. It is a fair bet that he won’t be able to resist the chance to
finish the war in a single stroke.

You have developed two courses of action:
Course of Action One: Hanoi Raid! Order U.S. airborne

and airmobile divisions to directly assault Hanoi to decapitate
the government of North Vietnam and isolate the city. U.S.
Marine forces will seize Haiphong Harbor and secure a route
into Hanoi. This is an audacious stroke that is fraught with
risk, yet the gains could be tremendous. Your airborne and air-
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July 30, 1966. Gen. Westmoreland talks with senior Marine commanders. Lt. Gen. Lewis W. Walt is to the immedi-
ate right of Westmoreland. Marine forces provided Westmoreland with the option to conduct amphibious attacks
or raids directed at objectives near Vietnam’s long coast. 

You decide to reposition your forces and
press President Johnson to grant permission

for a final, war-winning operation.
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W H A T N E X T G E N E R A L

mobile divisions are unique fighting formations and the best
in the world at striking an enemy from the air.

You know that the North Vietnamese do not think you
would dare assault their capital city with ground forces.

In terms of local preparation, Hanoi is vulnerable. The NVA
is not expecting an attack; therefore, they have done little to
construct defenses. And although Haiphong maintains robust
anti-aircraft defenses, that city has not attended to ground
defense. The biggest challenges will be the threats to rotary-
wing aircraft and the security of resupply lines.

It is difficult to predict the reaction of the local populace,
but you believe that most North Vietnamese civilians will ini-
tially remain cowed or indifferent. If U.S. forces act decisively
to eliminate the central government and then withdraw, only
scattered civilian resistance is likely to occur – and if you can
ship them food and heating oil, even better.

You appreciate that ground operations against Haiphong

Harbor and the capital of Hanoi may alarm Moscow
and Beijing; however, you doubt the Soviets will try
to reinforce the NVA. They may confront the U.S.
outside of this theater, but will do nothing significant
here. The Chinese will offer stern protests, but you
are gambling that their ground forces won’t inter-
vene for fear of a broader war. Nonetheless, you will
remain wary of their actions. You won’t be surprised
like MacArthur during that awful November of 1950
in the Korean War.

If your raid is successful, you will have redirected
the course of the war. You need your men on the
ground just long enough to eliminate as many of
North Vietnam’s leaders as possible – both to
demonstrate the Communists’ vulnerability and to
destroy the North’s war-making industries and trans-
port network. This could be the greatest attack-in-
depth in American military history! 

Course of Action Two: Invade the North! Order an
overland assault with Army and Marine divisions
north across the DMZ (see Course of Action Two
map on page 72). Other units will interdict lines of
communication around Hanoi. Airborne forces will
be inserted north of the city to alert you of any Chi-
nese counterattack. Your objective is to draw out the
NVA, destroy it in pitched battle, and expose the
weakness of the communist government. If you
attack the North directly, the NVA can no longer
avoid U.S. forces nor can they use guerrilla tactics.
The enemy must come out to meet you. Your inva-
sion will provide breathing space and time for the
political leadership of the South, and it will also show
the world that the Communists cannot defend their

country. Instead of reels of the Tet Offensive cycling on U.S.
televisions, the media will show advancing American units
rolling up victory after victory.

Which course of action will lead to triumph and win the
Vietnam War? What next, General?

COURSE OF ACTION ONE: HANOI RAID!
Saigon, March 10
You take a deep breath. Your plan is ambitious and a radical

departure from how you have prosecuted the war for the last
four years. You want to drown the mounting criticism from
the press by acting swiftly. Years of on-again and off-again
bombing of North Vietnam have had little effect. Now you are
assaulting the North directly.

The attack sounds simple but is quite complex, so you break
the operation into four elements: First, a ground attack by two
divisions along the DMZ draws the attention of the NVA. At 2

Course of Action One: Conduct an air assault into Hanoi with a supporting amphibi-
ous assault into Haiphong Harbor to rapidly topple the Communist regime.
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February 12, 1968. Members
from 1/5th Marines advance with
a tank inside the Hue Citadel. By
the end of the Tet Offensive, the
VC and NVA units in South Viet-
nam had been decimated. 

August 26, 1965. Soldiers of the 2/502/101st Airborne Division (airmobile) remove half-ton motorized carts (called
“mules”) from helicopters on a busy landing zone during operations to secure Deo Mang Pass, Republic of Vietnam.
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Attrition and 
air strikes can
no longer be
your strategy.
Body counts 
and incremental
victories will
not save the 
day for the 
United States.



W H A T N E X T G E N E R A L

a.m. on April 1, the U.S. 1st and 9th Infantry Divisions attack
abreast northward from staging areas along the DMZ. The 1st
Division is on the left (or west), and the 9th Division is on the
right (or east).

S
econd, an air assault of two divisions and an airborne
drop of a brigade-size force on objectives in and
around Hanoi occur at 4 a.m. The 173d Airborne
Brigade leads the parachute assault against command

and control targets in Hanoi. Their primary objective is to
seize government buildings and radio broadcast facilities. At 5
a.m., the 1st Cavalry Division (airmobile) and 101st Airborne
Division (airmobile) strike the city. The 1st Cavalry strikes
from the east and the 101st from the west. These divisions will
interrupt NVA responses, destroy supply depots and “decapi-
tate” the North Vietnamese government.

Third, the 1st and 3d Marine Divisions execute amphibious
assaults in the vicinity of Haiphong Harbor. After securing the
harbor and destroying any enemy logistical infrastructure, the
3d Division will advance down Highway 5 to defensive posi-
tions alongside the 1st Cavalry. The 11th Armored Cavalry
Regiment will come ashore after the Marines to provide secu-
rity between Haiphong and Hanoi.

And Fourth, South Vietnamese units will conduct a limit-
ed offensive along the border regions to keep any remaining
VC on the defensive.

It is important that American forces remain in the Hanoi-
Haiphong corridor for only seven to 10 days. You want to
demonstrate the weakness of the NVA and vulnerability of
the communist leadership, destroy as much of their war-
making ability as you can, and give the world’s press images
of U.S. Soldiers making decisive battlefield gains. But then
you must extract your divisions and be prepared if the Chi-
nese or NVA counterattack.

You take comfort in the thought that shortly the world will
be hearing much less of Tet, and a great deal more of the vic-
tory you will lead.

On the northern outskirts of Hanoi, April 1
The predawn quiet of Hanoi is shattered by the screams of

rockets and bomb explosions as Air Force, Navy and Marine air-
craft strike the sleeping city. Leading the way are Phantom IIs (F-
4s) performing close-air support, interdiction and counter-air
operations. The Phantom is maneuverable with a top speed of

1,400 mph. It can carry 16,000 pounds of ordnance. Some of the
F-4s drop “Daisy Cutter” munitions to create small landing
zones for the air assault divisions’ helicopters.

B-52 heavy bombers come close on the heels of the F-4
strikes. Each carries over 40,000 pounds of bombs to pum-
mel their targets. Meanwhile, forward air controllers lazily
circle in their Cessna Skymasters, ready to call in AC-47
“Spooky” gunships to tear up any NVA troop concentra-
tions that dare appear.

With the paratroopers of the 173d Brigade on the ground,
the Soldiers of the 1st Cavalry Division (airmobile) strike on
the eastern and northern outskirts of the city. The 1st Cavalry
and its brother unit, the 101st, are the
Army’s two air assault divisions; a nov-
el type of formation recently proven in
the jungles of Vietnam. Each air assault
division takes to battle more than 450
aircraft (a standard division has 100)
and relies on only about one-third the
number of ground vehicles as a conven-
tional division, yet they still pack plen-
ty of punch by airlifting 105 mm how-
itzers and “Little John” rockets. The
assault on Hanoi is the airmobile units’
biggest mission of the war.

Lieutenant Colonel Rob Choppa
glances at his map. As the 1st Brigade Commander of the “1st
Cav,” he is in the lead helo (helicopter) and the ride is rough. To
his satisfaction, surprise seems complete so far because he can’t
see any ground fire. Then again, who would have expected
American choppers to be assaulting Hanoi? “Damn crazy war,”
he mutters under his breath. Of course it is so noisy he could
shout and no one would hear. With a thud, the skids brush a
fence and tree limbs five feet from the ground. Close enough.
“Go, go, go!!!” Choppa shouts and leaps to the mud below.

His objective is the important road intersection of High-
ways 5 and 1, about five kilometers northeast of Hanoi.
Route 5 leads southeast to Haiphong and must be held to
ensure that reinforcements can get to the 173d Brigade and
101st who are operating in Hanoi. This position will be one
of the northernmost, so they must be prepared to engage any
NVA or, heaven forbid, Chinese troops who try to sweep

This is a classic American military offensive.
No army in the world does it as well as your American

troops.Your plan looks like a winner.
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G E N E R A L  W I L L I A M  W E S T M O R E L A N D

southward. As soon as the 3d Marine Division arrives, they
will reinforce this northern shoulder. But first Choppa must
secure this intersection.

As the light gathers, he orders his men into a broad perime-
ter and begins to sweep the area. The heavy jungle is frequent-
ly interrupted by the groves of rubber plantations and small
farms. Several streams crisscross the road, each passing under
the road surface and each a potential ambush site.

“I want 3d Battalion to leave a company at these two bridges,”
barks Choppa. “Put the rest of the battalion over there, on the
western side of the road.” Gunfire interrupts his next command.
“I want 1st Battalion to move out. Attack northward along the
highway. We need to expand this airhead. Go now!”

Pushing the enemy before them, Choppa’s cavalrymen are
making good progress when his engineer lieutenant breath-
lessly reports, “Sir, the Viets have dropped some trees and
debris across the road a kilometer ahead. We can’t push it all
out of the way.”

Choppa quickly reacts. “Call in a flying crane. They’re
supposed to be on standby.” He doesn’t like waiting and is
anxious to keep moving forward; for the moment, however,
he has no choice. The longer the delay, the greater the
chance the enemy will pounce.

Thirty minutes later a CH-54 helicopter, or “flying crane,”
arrives to manhandle the obstacle. Sure enough, scouts report

an enemy force gathering ahead in
the tree line. Having observed the
cavalrymen pause, NVA infantry
attack in a rush. “Give me indirect!”
shouts Choppa. “Put it 400 meters
behind the NVA. We’ll pin them in.
Take two companies and hit them
from the flank while we cover here.”
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1.Flak bursts just below an F-105 Thunder-
chief on a bombing run over North Viet-
nam. 
2. An F-100 Super Sabre unleashes a bar-

rage of rockets against enemy positions. Air support was vital to any
plans to invade North Vietnam. 
3. June 19, 1965. Members from the 2/3d Marines are transported by LVTs
(Landing Vehicle, Tracked) during a sweep 10 miles northwest of Danang. 
4. NVA Regulars surrender to paratroopers of the 101st Airborne Division
near Tron Phuoc Yen in late 1968.
5. M113 Armored Personnel Carriers stand by as Vietnamese civilians
evacuate the village of My Tho during the Tet Offensive in 1968. Control of
large civilian populations would be a major problem in any invasion of
North Vietnam. 
6. Helicopters provided a revolutionary new way to reposition troops
quickly.
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W H A T N E X T G E N E R A L

The plan works perfectly. While the NVA temporarily delay
the cavalrymen, they make little headway against the “Cav’s”
machine guns. Then Choppa’s flanking companies strike and
the NVA break in a panic – but they have nowhere to run.
Trapped by a rain of steel falling to their rear, they are cut off
in the killing zone. In no more than 10 minutes, at least 90
NVA are dead and another 100 are wounded and captured.

B
y sunset, Choppa’s brigade is firmly established. The
intersection and surrounding terrain is secure. His
men are short of ammo and could use some water
and fresh batteries for their radios, but they are fully

ready to resist any NVA attack.
Moving up Highway 5 from Haiphong during the night, the

3d Marine Division collides with the 88th NVA Regiment.
Surprised, the enemy regiment tries to withdraw, but the fast-
moving Marines literally run through it. After mopping up,

the Marines pause to reorganize their formation
and catch a few precious hours of sleep. Two hours
later they are back on the attack.

At first light they establish contact with Choppa’s
brigade, pass through the defending cavalry troops
and take up a blocking position. Two days of battle
north and east of the city have shattered the NVA’s
resistance and left them fleeing. The field is covered
with enemy casualties and abandoned weapons.

While Choppa is negotiating the outskirts of
Hanoi, Navy and Marine forces are surprising enemy
defenders at Haiphong Harbor. For six hours the Bat-
tleship New Jersey (BB 62) pounds the shoreline with
its devastating 16-inch guns. The New Jersey leads a
task force of two cruisers, 12 destroyers, and two
rocket ships. Three attack carriers – Ranger, Kitty
Hawk and Hancock – launch hundreds of sorties dur-
ing the opening hours of the assault.

To patrol the inner harbor once the Marines are
ashore, Task Forces 116 and 117 (Riverine Force)
have moved north en masse. Their Mark II “Swift
Boats” and PBRs (patrol boats, river) provide close-
in weapons and reconnaissance support.

Surprise is complete, and therefore NVA forces
make no attempt to repel the fleet. Due to your
brief planning time, proper amphibious equipment
to deploy the Marine Divisions is in short supply.
An ad hoc fleet of Military Sea Transportation ships
and freighters conduct improvised ferry operations
to get the troops and equipment ashore.

The landings go smoothly. The initial confusion of
the beachhead is quickly brought to order, and the 1st
Marine Division secures the harbor area. The 3d
Marines speed up the highway to contact Army units

inland. The Army’s 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment comes
ashore a day later, augmenting the security of Route 5 to Hanoi.

With Haiphong secure, the trap is closed.
Saigon, April 4
As the grin on your face widens, you have the look of a sat-

isfied man. The pundits in Washington have been raising hell,
but your gambit has worked. In just 72 hours, the NVA units
defending Hanoi and Haiphong have been crushed. Ho Chi
Minh has fled to China and his government no longer exists.
President Johnson is exultant. It is true that danger still exists.
U.S. forces in Hanoi are thinly stretched across the city and
they are perilously low on ammunition, despite feverish
attempts at reinforcement and resupply. Scattered resistance
continues. NVA forces have moved into the jungle to hide and
regroup. The local population remains largely indifferent, but
that could change in a hurry. Ominously, the Chinese are

Course of Action Two: A direct land invasion supported by limited air and amphibious
assaults designed to bring the technologically inferior NVA to a pitched battle.
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making strenuous protests and are now organizing for some
sort of military response – or at least they are posturing to
make a response. You don’t think they will do anything, but
they might. As soon as you can get someone formally appoint-
ed as leader of a provisional government, U.S. forces will with-
draw. Then there will be a fresh endgame to play. One thing is
for sure: “Tet” has taken on a whole new meaning!

COURSE OF ACTION TWO: INVADE THE NORTH!
Saigon, March 10
You decide that directly attacking Hanoi is too risky. That

many American troops placed so far north could become
isolated or be struck by Chinese retaliation. You determine
the prudent course is to cross the DMZ and invade the
North directly.

Y
ou attack on a two-division front. In the western sec-
tor, the Army’s 173d Airborne Brigade will conduct
deep airdrops to secure key road junctions and to
confuse the enemy. The 173d will be augmented by

large-scale air assaults by the 1st Cavalry Division. The 9th
Infantry Division will conduct the main attack in the west.
The 1st Infantry Division will follow the 9th and pass through
them. In the east, the Army’s 101st Airborne will conduct air
assaults in advance of the 1st and 3d Marine Divisions. Along
the coast, the Navy’s River Patrol Force and Coastal Surveil-
lance Force will guard the Marines’ flank and identify the best
location to establish resupply. You know you must keep the
advancing units abreast across both sectors to eliminate all
NVA forces. And you have no intention of surrendering any
hard-won territory north of the DMZ. Everything you capture
becomes territory of South Vietnam, until there is only one
united and democratic Vietnam.

This is a classic American military offensive. No army in
the world does it as well as your American troops. Your plan
looks like a winner.

The DMZ, April 1 
Lieutenant Colonel Rob Choppa looks over his shoulder at

his men trudging up the ridge. His 2d Battalion, 47th Infantry,
9th Division is a great outfit. They’re tough infantrymen but
they are lugging a lot of weight. Each grunt carries 50 pounds
of supplies: three days’ rations; four one-pound fragmentary
grenades; two smoke grenades; one or two claymore mines;
200 rounds for the squad M-60 machine gun; three or four
canteens of water; and an M-16 and 500 rounds for it. That
M-16 has caused some discussion. Relatively new, it’s not as
rugged as the M-14 it replaced. Its advantage is that it’s light-
weight with an effective range over 400 meters, though his
men rarely fire at that range in the jungle.

Choppa knows the NVA is crafty. To avoid American fire-
power, they prefer to stay close, “grabbing the belt” of U.S.

forces. They favor luring the Americans into complex terrain
where they can engage them with their reliable AK-47 assault
rifles, RPD machine guns, 82 mm and 120 mm mortars,
rockets and RPGs. The RPGs are especially deadly against
U.S. vehicles. They can penetrate 250 mm of armor at a
range of 500 yards; far more than necessary to go against the
American M113 personnel carriers’ 35 mm of protection.
Some NVA forces employ Russian field guns, and there are
rumors of PT-76 light tanks.

The sound of bullets clipping the brush ahead interrupts
Choppa’s reverie. “I thought we were supposed to have some
air support,” he demands. Just then, hearing a droning noise
overhead, he glances through the canopy and is delighted at
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Members of the Combat Tracker Team, 199th Light Infantry Brigade,
move along a jungle trail in search of the Viet Cong in 1969. 
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the familiar outline of two OV-10 Bronco aircraft. The lethal
Broncos each carry five-inch and 2.75-inch rockets, M-60
machine guns, and a 20 mm cannon. They get busy and soon
light up the ridgeline where the NVA are hiding. “Damn
good work!” Choppa exclaims to his gathered lieutenants.
“’Bout time those flyboys earned their money. Now get me
some indirect fire in there.”

Private Sanchez, Choppa’s radioman, passes the handset to
the artillery forward observer, Lieutenant Lateligh. In clipped
tones Lateligh sends:

“Red Leg one eight, this is Sierra Charlie two four, fire mission!
“Grid: five two six zero, seven one five zero.
“Direction zero two hundred.
“Troops in a tree line, HE in effect, adjust fire, over!”

A
s the Artillery Fire Direction Center echoes each phrase
of Lateligh’s call for fire, the artillery team swings into
action. Within seconds of the call for fire being received,
double-checked firing data has been sent to the guns

and the first rounds are quickly on the way. The words “shot over
… shot out” are no sooner heard than the hillside in front of
Choppa erupts in flame and spraying dirt. As Lateligh adjusts the

initial artillery rounds onto the North Vietnamese position,
bringing down a thunderous barrage in response to his “fire for
effect” command, Choppa says, “I want A and B Companies to
suppress with direct fire. Charlie Company, you move around
the left and hit their flank.”

The two companies begin firing to maintain pressure on the
enemy while their comrades swing around to cut off enemy
escape routes.

“Pile it on. Pile it on. Give ‘em everything!” Choppa shouts, as
his battalion unleashes a torrent of fire into what is now a caul-
dron of steel. The NVA company ceases to exist as a fighting force.

Choppa hears the voice of his brigade commander over the
net. He reports to the commander that the enemy has been
destroyed. He then picks up his ruck and waves his men for-
ward. If things keep going this well, they’ll be able to walk all
the way to Hanoi.

“What do you think of that, Sanchez?” Choppa asks.
“What do I think of what, sir?”
“We’re marching all the way to Hanoi, that’s what!”
Saigon, April 12
You gaze at your battle map, satisfied, but concerned. The

invasion has gone exceptionally well. U.S. forces have
advanced over 70 kilometers. Casualties have been light. In
both western and eastern sectors, Army and Marine units have
made steady progress. The NVA simply doesn’t have the abili-
ty to conduct major land operations. Everywhere, the Com-
munists are in disarray and retreating. Their feeble counterat-
tacks have all been crushed. In military terms you are winning
this war, but politically and diplomatically the situation is
growing ever more critical.

Initially, politicians in Washington as well as the press were
pleased. The Chinese are now objecting to the invasion and
are sending “advisors” into North Vietnam. In major Ameri-
can cities, protests by anti-war groups mount. Ho Chi Minh’s
government has not fallen, and the local population has not
risen against the ruling Communists.

Suddenly the war looks as if it may intensify, and Presi-
dent Johnson’s endorsement is wavering. Tet is forgotten,
but the Year of the Monkey looks bleaker than ever for
American political fortunes. You have dictated a new
course for the war but victory remains elusive. Instead of
winning outright, you may have created a ground war
against China. Echoes of MacArthur and the stalemated
Korean War resonate in your mind.

HISTORICAL CONCLUSION: 
THE VIETNAM WAR AND TET

When the Viet Cong launched the Tet Offensive in late
January 1968, Westmoreland’s strategy of attrition was
exposed as a dead end. In late March, a disgraced Lyndon

W H A T N E X T G E N E R A L

“VC” or “Viet Cong” were derogatory labels used by American
Soldiers in Vietnam in reference to members of the National Front
for the Liberation of Vietnam (or National Liberation Front). The
terms derive from a contraction for the Vietnamese phrase Viet
Nam Cong San, or “Vietnamese Communist.” Mostly farmers and
villagers, the Viet Cong received support and direction from North
Vietnam, and were lightly-armed fighters and experts in subver-
sive tactics – including the women. They preferred hit-and-run
operations because they were no match for American troops in
battle. The Tet Offensive was one of the few occasions in which the
Viet Cong resorted to open warfare. 

VC or Viet Cong
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Johnson announced that he would not seek the Democratic
Party’s renomination for president and hinted that he would
go to the bargaining table with the Communists to end the
war. Westmoreland soon departed Vietnam to finish his
career as the Army’s Chief of Staff. He, too, admitted that
what was needed in the aftermath of Tet was a change of
strategy that allowed for operations north of the DMZ along
with intensive bombing of Hanoi. He likened the situation
to “two boxers in a ring, one having the other on the ropes,
close to a knockout, when the apparent winner’s second
inexplicably throws in the towel.”

N
ixon’s Vietnamization strategy, which brought
American troops home while increasing the air war
over North Vietnam, quieted domestic critics, but
peace remained elusive. Nixon’s landslide re-election

over peace candidate George McGovern in November 1972
convinced North Vietnam to consider going back to the bar-
gaining table. After December 1972, when Nixon unleashed
the “Christmas bombings” against targets in North Vietnam’s
largest cities, Hanoi and Haiphong, the North Vietnamese
delegation in Paris was instructed to sign a deal. In January
1973 a formal agreement was signed, putting an end to open
hostilities. All remaining American troops – even advisors –
were withdrawn. However, the North ignored the peace
agreement it had signed and continued the struggle. For the
next two years South Vietnam’s armed forces tried desperate-
ly to save their country from collapse, but without U.S. com-
bat support, the situation was hopeless. The end finally came
on the morning of April 30, 1975, when communist forces
captured the presidential palace in Saigon, eliminating South
Vietnam as a nation-state.

Would a large-scale U.S. invasion of the North, like the two
options posited here, have won the war? Perhaps. Consider
what Westmoreland’s aide, Lieutenant General Dave R. Palmer
– one of the most insightful historians of the military opera-
tions of the Vietnam War – reported in the wake of the con-
flict in Summons of the Trumpet:

“The United States had the strength to do pretty much what
it pleased with North Vietnam. … In Vietnam ... for the first
time in our history, nothing limited us. We did it to ourselves.
To be sure, there may have been overriding political or
humanitarian reasons to do so, but the fact remains that arti-
ficial restraints were applied. … Moreover, those self-imposed

manacles severely reduced the strategic options available. …”

T
he fundamental challenge facing General Westmore-
land was how to conclude a military victory within
the political constraints of 1968. Of course, West-
moreland’s predicament was not unique. All military

leaders, especially those operating in Western democracies like
the United States, find themselves bound by the political
direction provided by their civilian masters. And since Amer-
ica’s political leaders are popularly elected, they are sensitive to
public opinion and are always willing to defer decisions until
the last possible moment.

In the case of Vietnam, the political leadership of the
United States in the late 1950s and early 1960s gradually
committed to a war in Indo-China for geo-strategic reasons
associated with the Cold War. In that calculus, the need to
demonstrate that American power extended worldwide and
that America stood fast with her allies were genuine con-
cerns. Yet given America’s global military commitments and
the public’s concern about U.S. domestic matters – not to
mention the fresh experience of stalemate in Korea – few
senior policy-makers could stomach conventional military
campaigns in Vietnam.

Unfortunately, Westmoreland and his peers failed either to
accommodate this reality or to offer legitimate alternatives.
Instead, they tried to parcel combat power without any strat-
egy to change the fundamental conditions on the ground in
Vietnam. America’s military leaders could never quite under-
stand how or why the Communists continued to fight, or how
to vanquish them.

It is certainly possible that a large, traditional military cam-
paign against the North may have toppled the communist
leadership and altered the nature of the war. Pictures of U.S.
forces marching through Hanoi may have been the tonic
Americans needed to convince themselves that they were
doing the right thing in Vietnam.

Ultimately, General Westmoreland did not lose the war –
but he did not win it either. If only you had been the General,
what would you have done? We’d love to hear your ideas. Vis-
it our website at www.armchairgeneral.com and sound off! O

Major Bradley T. Gericke is a U.S. Army officer who holds
a Ph.D. in history from Vanderbilt University. He has written
numerous magazine articles and co-edited “City Fights,” an
anthology about urban combat.

Westmoreland and his peers failed to offer legitimate alternatives.
Instead, they tried to parcel combat power without any strategy to

change the fundamental conditions on the ground in Vietnam.


